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Processes, fault finding and problem solving 

Introduction 

Since the dawn of time, humans have been depending on processing raw material into various 

consumer goods. However, since the beginning of the industrial revolution around 1760, our 

dependence on processing raw material has increased significantly, as have the volume and the 

technological sophistication of the processing plants. One thing that process plants from 1760 and 

those of the present day have in common is a potential for failure leading to breakdown, lost profit 

and, in the worst case, human injury or death. The need for skill in quickly locating and solving faults 

has only grown with the technological development of process plants. It can take a long time to learn 

these skills if faults are not a daily event. However, most failures that occur share certain common 

factors. Understanding these common factors will in most cases help you with the process of fault-

finding. 

The course 

The processes, fault finding, and problem-solving course provides a generic approach to process 

knowledge and fault-finding. It gives a foundation for understanding the specific knowledge required 

in processes and subsequently identify indicators for problem solving. The course incorporates lifelong 

experience with theory in areas known to be problematic.  We divide the course into two area, first 

a generic view of and approach to fault finding (2 modules), followed by three modules specific on the 

topic of Boilers, water & steam and burners, where the learning from the first two modules is put into 

use. 

The course is online and is based on self-study/distance learning. Communication between the 

facilitator and participants will be by email. Slow internet connections will not affect the programme. 

The course can be followed during the participant’s work period or off time, whichever is preferred. 

The duration for full study is around 2 months, depending on the participant’s workload. It is designed 

to be flexible.  

The idea behind the programme is to give the participant fundamental knowledge regarding 

processes, fault finding and problem solving and specific on boilers, steam, water and other associated 

equipment. Participants will enhance their process understanding and structural approach to problem 

solving. The objective is to provide participants with vocational education to understand the physics, 

basic design and methodology behind the behaviour and problem-solving and specific on boilers, 

steam, water, burners and other associated equipment. The course aims to provide the participant 

with a better understanding of what may or should happen when equipment is operated and why it 

happens. Furthermore, it enhances the individual’s knowledge and reasoning about many daily 

maintenance and operational routines. The long-term aim is for safer operation with fewer costs and 

fewer outages due to damaged equipment. 
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Below is a course schedule suggestion, a brief description of module content, and a few samples from 

the module material.  

 

Example schedules: 

 

 

Green: moderate pace (recommended). 
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Module/month

Module 1 Generic

Module 2 Generic

Module 3 Boiler

Module 4 water & steam

Module 5 Burners
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Processes, fault finding and problem solving (5 Modules) 

Module 1 (generic): (14 pages) 

➢ Processes  

➢ Faults 

➢ Fault-finding tools  

Module 2 (generic): (16 pages) 

➢ Methodology/fault-finding process  

➢ Step-by-step methodology  

Module 3 (boiler): (17 pages) 

➢ Processes in boilers and their operation  

➢ Laws of physics  

➢ Written programs  

➢ Procedures  

➢ Faults in boilers  

➢ Fault-finding tools for boilers 

➢ Fault-finding methodology in use 

Module 4 (water and steam): (18 pages) 

➢ Processes in water and steam systems and their operation  

➢ Laws of physics  

➢ Written programs  

➢ Procedures  

➢ Faults in water and steam systems 

➢ Fault-finding tools for water and steam systems 

➢ Fault-finding methodology in use 

 

Module 5 (burners): (17 pages) 

➢ Processes in burner systems and their operation  

➢ Laws of physics  

➢ Written programs  

➢ Procedures  

➢ Faults in burner systems 

➢ Fault-finding tools for burner systems 

➢ Fault-finding methodology in use 
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Example from Module 1 

 
Laws of physics. All processes contain some elements that depend on the laws of physics. It is 
important to acknowledge that physical laws cannot be bent, manipulated or otherwise changed. 
With this in mind, the laws of physics are excellent parameters or tools to evaluate a process as it is 
clearly defined.  
 
• Defined within the written program. A programmable logic controller (PLC) or computer is only 
performing what it has been programmed to do, so long as nothing has been changed in the 
program and there has been no hardware failure. The output from a PLC relies on all of the inputs it 
receives from external sources, e.g. sensors, counters or human input via operation panels. Another 
important keyword is written programs. These are static and do not change without any external 
interference, e.g. human interference.  
 
• Safe to work or operating & maintenance procedure: Procedures are static processes relying on 
human factors. For this reason, the procedure is no more static than its interpretation and 
implementation by the individual. This brings in another keyword, human factors.  

 

Example 2:  
This example uses the same simple process as in example 1 but adds automation to the control on 
the condensate temperature (Fig. 2). The system is fitted with a temperature sensor in the 
condensate outlet and uses a PLC to control an electrical control valve. The system is fitted with a 
flow meter in the cooling water line.  
The system is operating under the same conditions as in example 1. The process is running smoothly 

until the temperature sensor fails. A member of the maintenance crew is sent out to exchange it for 

a new sensor. While carrying out the work, he is called away to another urgent job. He hurries to put 

the new sensor back in the thermowell and connect the wires so that the process can continue and 

he can move on to the other urgent job. However, he only tightens the sensor with his fingers, failing 

to connect it properly to the thermowell. Due to the loose fit, the thermal conductivity is poor, and 

the sensor shows a value 3oC lower than the actual condensate temperature. 
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Example from Module 2 
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Example from Module 3 

Most boiler plants are controlled by computers or PLCs but supervised by human operators. Though 
computers and programs are becoming more and more advanced, supervision is still necessary in 
most plants to handle abnormal situations that cannot be handled by the written program. Typical 
functions in boiler automation and control are listed below.  
• • Level alarm & shutdown  

• • Pressure alarm & shutdown  

• • Temperature alarm & shutdown  

• • Flow alarm & shutdown  

• • pH and conductivity alarm & shutdown  

• • Sequence control (start/stop)  

• • Water level PID control  

• • Pressure PID control  

• • Temperature PID control  

• • Flow PID  

• • Blow down PID control  

• • Pressure release & start up vent PID control  

• • Alarm & event log  

• • Value trends (data logging)  

• • Settings (alarm, shutdown, PID, timers)  
 

 

 

Process trend 
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Example from Module 4 

The purity of steam is a measure of how clean the steam is. Impurities in steam arrive from carry over 

or the use of the wrong chemicals. The level of impurity can be determined by measuring the 

conductivity of the steam. Usually, the steam is filtered in a cation filter before measurement to 

remove the impact of, for example, neutralising amines. The acid conductivity is a measure of all of 

the anions present (sulphate, chloride, phosphate, organics and CO2) and an indication for how much 

is carried over from the boiler. High steam acid conductivity can also be caused by contaminated water 

in, for example, spray water for de-superheaters. Common results of contaminated steam are: scale, 

corrosion and damage to steam turbine internals and other equipment.  

Below is a list of other essential properties and values in a steam system. 

• Temperature: Essential with regards to boiling point, superheated steam and thermal stress. 

• Pressure: Especially essential with regards to water, its boiling point and material stress. 

• Specific volume: Essential with regards to expansion and steam processes. 

• Enthalpy: The amount of contained energy per mass unit. Essential for calculating, e.g., the 

required heating input and process data. 

• Thermal conductivity of material: Essential to avoid thermal stress. 

• Entropy: Essential in plants with superheated steam and turbine operation. 

• Chemistry: Steam quality is essential in a steam system. 

• Material composition: Essential with regards to the strength and durability of the material.  

 

Example. 

The following example is a typical fault caused by impurities introduced into a steam process. The case 

study is not a real event but is based on several real events and modified to suit this module.    

An air exhaust from a coal mine is fitted with a catalyst to combust all flammable gasses extracted. 

The process in the catalyser works at a high temperature and produces a large amount of 700℃ hot 

waste gas. The waste gas (heat) is used to heat saturated steam from a boiler to superheated steam 

at 400℃. The process is carried out in two steps with de-superheating between them, as shown in Fig. 

3 for 100% design load. The boiler and the de-superheater are supplied with feedwater from a water 

treatment plant.  

Course of fault: Due to neglect of maintenance, the treatment plant is not performing well, and water 

with a high level of impurities is being sent to the process.  

Observation: Several alarms for high steam temperature before the de-superheater are noticed. 

Except for this, the plant is operating normally.        

If we reflect on the above and try to introduce our fault-finding methodology, the scenario would be 

as follows.       
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Fig. 3 
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Example from Module 5 

Step 5.1. We will use O&Ms, which contain all the required information regarding the burner including 

P&ID diagrams, logic and sequence diagrams showing the process, associated instruments and 

equipment and sequence flow.  

Step 5.2. Process data of interest would be the alarm and event list showing the timing and sequence 

of the event and a sequence diagram.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4 
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Sequence Criteria Message if ok Fault message

Start forced draft fan. Inlet vanes at close, no trip on circuit 

breaker.

FD fan started. FD fan not ready. Burner shut 

down.

Purge. Inlet vanes at minimum position. Stabilising 

timer 30 sec.

FD fan to purge.

Purge proven. Air flow to 80%, timer 180 seconds. Purge completed. Air flow fault. Burner shut down.

Ignition position air and oil. Air flow to 20%, oil control valve to 15% and 

limit switch.

Air flow in ignition position. Air flow fault. Burner shut down.

Oil control valve to 15% and limit switch 

activated.

Fuel oil control valve in ignition position. Oil position fault, Burner shut 

down.

Ignition initiated.

Ignition. Start ignition pump, start ignitor, open oil 

valve, 3-second timer, flame on.

Main oil shut off valve open. Flame failure. Burner shut down.

Start of main burner. Open main oil shut off valves. 3-second 

timer. Flame on.

Main burner flame on. Stop ignition. Burner shut down.

Stop ignition. Stop ignition pump, open air purge valve. 5-

second timer. Close air purge valve. Close oil 

valve. Stop ignitor.

Stabilise main burner. Air flow to 25%. Oil flow to 20%. Burner in minimum position. Air/oil failure. Burner shut 

down.

Release burner. 60-second timer. Burner released for modulation.

Burner in operation. Oil system running and pressure and 

temperature ok. No shut down on boiler. 

Air/oil flow ok. Flame on. 

Burner in operation. Burner shut down.

Burner start sequence

Burner start and running. Oil system running and pressure and 

temperature ok. No boiler shut down.

Burner start initiated. Burner shut down.
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Time Event

10:00:00 Burner start initiated

10:00:05 FD fan started

10:01:05 FD fan to purge

10:04:10 Purge completed

10:04:20 Air flow in ignition position

10:04:20 Fuel oil control valve in ignition position

10:04:21 Ignition initiated

10:04:25 Flame failure

10:04:25 Burner shut down

11:00:00 Burner start initiated

11:00:05 FD fan started

11:01:05 FD fan to purge

11:04:10 Purge completed

11:04:20 Air flow in ignition position

11:04:20 Fuel oil control valve in ignition position

11:04:21 Ignition initiated

11:04:25 Main oil shut off valve open

11:04:30 Main burner flame on

11:04:31 Stop of ignition

11:04:40 Burner in minimum position

11:04:41 Burner released for modulation

11:04:41 Burner in operation

11:20:00 Flame failure

11:20:00 Burner shut down

Alarm and event log


